
BREASTFEEDING 
SUPPORT

How to best support in the face of a Global Pandemic
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Good Morning and thank you joining us today. My name is Shatoria Townsend and I am the SOM Breastfeeding Coordinator.  I will be discussing Breastfeeding Support and how we can continue support in the face of a global pandemic.



Objectives
■ Historical Trauma

■ COVID-19 

■ Support 

■ M.O.T 
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Our objectives today will cover an overview of historical trauma. We will review the definitions of historical trauma and review a few examples of historical trauma. Next we will review COVID-19 and how it has impacted families more specifically those who are birthing and breastfeeding.  We will explore ways that we can combat COVID19 for the families served through advocacy and support.  As I mentioned we will explore ways to support families with COVID but we will also look at ways to support in the virtual realm.  Lastly, I am sure many of you are wondering what in the world is MOT and how it relates to birthing let alone breastfeeding.  Do not worry it will all makes sense as we uncover that objective.  So without further ado lets begin 



HISTORICAL 
TRAUMA

“Historical Trauma is trauma upon trauma that occurs in 
history to a specific group of people causing emotional and 
mental wounding both during their lives and the generations 
that follow.” (Native American Children and Family Services 
Training Institute 1999)

“Historical trauma is the cumulative emotional and 
psychological wounding over the lifespan and across 
generations emanating from massive group experiences.” 
(M. Yellow Horse Braveheart, 2003)
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I want to start by discussing historical trauma.  Here you will see I have two definitions for historical trauma. The first one is from the Native American Children and Family Services Institute and reads…the second is from Braveheart and reads… Before we cover these definitions I want you all to think of the definitions you just heard. What part of these definitions sticks out to you.  Lets take a moment to think about it and if you choose feel free to use the chat box function to input your thoughts. Based upon these definitions we can conclude that trauma is transgenerational.  Meaning the trauma endured 7-10 generations before can still very well be felt in the current generation. It is important that we understand this concept as it can ultimately inform our decisions in how we choose to show up for the families we serve. Historical trauma are many of the reasons why disparities continue exist.



The Trauma 
Endured 

Children stolen Loss of native tongue 

Forced to lose their 
cultural heritage 

Enforced Wet-Nursing
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Now that we have an understanding of historical trauma, we can dive into examples of what that trauma may look like.  The first point I have listed here is children stolen.  By that I mean the breaking up of families.  For indigenous people their children where stolen and taken to boarding schools in hopes that indigenous way of life would be erased.  For black people our people where stolen from our home land and sold to the highest bidder regardless if we were families or not. So again, I want to drive home the point that black and brown people were stolen from their families and ripped away from their lands at the hands of white colonizers. Imagine you have just given birth and because your traditions and customs are not accepted by the colonizers your baby is forced to be taken away from or you are killed because you tried to keep your baby with you. That is traumatic and is felt from generation to generation because it was done over and over and over again. With black and brown children stolen, colonizers then had the power to enforce their language and customs upon them.  Which means black and brown people were forced to use the colonizers language and customs.  Imagine being told the way you choose to celebrate life for example is improper and that you must do as I say. And if you resisted you were punished if caught practicing your customs..punished, speaking your language again you suffer the consequences.  And because we are discussing breastfeeding it is important to know historical trauma what they may have entailed.  Enforced wet-nurisng was a practice slave owners participated in.  Wet-nursing is breastfeeding children other than your own.  Throughout slavery enslaved women where forced to breastfed their slave owners children. If there was no enslaved women pregnant or recently pregnant, they were then raped to be pregnant the same time as the slave owners wife and then forced to breastfeed the child of the slave owners wife.  You are either raped to provide breastmilk or forced to take away nutrition for your child to feed your slave owners children.  And this was done for hundreds of years.  That is again trauma upon trauma with no change.  This is where historical trauma plays a vital role in breastfeeding disparities in our present day lives.  Specific to Michigan our rates are according to PRAMS“According to PRAMS , while from 2009-2014 initiation rates grew among black women at the same rate as white women, from 2014 to 2017, initiation rates among black women have remained unchanged (77.3% to 77.2%) compared to increases among white mothers (86.3% to 90.1%). Initiation rates among black mothers continue to be about 13% lower than white mothers.”



Effects of Trauma

Mistrust in 
health 
care 

Mistrust in 
Police 

Fear of 
separation 

Health 
Disparities 
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Due to these traumas various communities lack trust in the health care systems, police and even our justice systems that are meant to protect us.  For so long this country has not protected BIPOC. This lack of trust has resulted in deep seeded fear that our families will be ripped a part which is a direct result from the stealing of children and the intention separation of families.  Policing deep seeded fear that is a result of slavery and the mistrust our healthcare systems due to the maltreatment of black and brown people.  To name a few historical events the “father of gynecology” experimenting on enslaved women with no anesthesia because it was believed they felt no pain.  This is still being translated in present day text books. The syphilis experiment, black people were told they would be getting one thing when in actuality they were purposely injected with syphilis.  And I say it again we are back to this trauma cycle. As you can see it is crucial to understand historical trauma and the examples that coincide with it to understand that it more than what you may perceive. 



COVID-19
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Added to that layer of mistrust is the coronavirus.  As we know COVID-19 is a virus that attacks the respiratory system. COVID-19 has been devasting to our country and the world.  We know that COVID-19 has disproportionately affected the BIPOC communities.  We know that COVID19 has significantly impacted Black and Indigenous families birthing and breastfeeding during this time. Thanks to the Michigan breastfeeding network Michigan has begun to address some of the needs and barriers to providing lactation support. 



COVID-19

Separation of mom and baby in hospital 

Magical Hour  

Crucial for Sustaining breastfeeding 

Breastmilk has not been proven to transmit COVID-19 
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We know isolation, quarantine, and social distancing are all precautionary measures to combat the disease.  However, birth and breastfeeding is a special circumstance to COVID-19.  We know that the CDC recommends temporary separation at birth for a mom who has tested or suspected to have COVID-19.  This is a recommendation not a mandate!  If the mother CHOOSES not to have temporary separation be a part of her birth plan then it is required that she has a face covering in the hospital when placed with her newborn. While there are parts of a birth plan that do not always go as plan there should not be a reason this cannot be honored.  Especially if the family is choosing to breastfeed.  The magical hour is crucial for families choosing to breastfeed.  The magical hour can also be referred to as the breast crawl.  The breast crawl or magical hour is when baby and mother are placed skin to skin immediately after birth and the baby makes their way to the nipple and self latches. This wonderful moment often takes place in 9 steps and lasts anywhere between 60-90 minutes. This is incredibly crucial for establishing breastfeeding and solidifying the bond between mother and baby. *show youtube clip*If a family chooses to breastfeed know that based on the research CDC has been able to do COVID has not been shown to be passed through human milk.  So advocate for those mamas and encourage them to breastfeed especially if they have expressed interest in it.  Breastmilk is babies first vaccine and first food, first fight against viruses, diseases and harmful bacteria.  Breastmilk is truly a superpower.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3RmgYqh5Pjo 



VIRTUAL SUPPORT



What Support Looks Like 

■ Listen for understanding 

■ Never assume 

■ Meet them at their level 

■ Find Resources that best fit their 
wants and needs

■ Be patient 

■ Be encouraging 

■ Be flexible 

■ Be empathetic 

■ Link families to local support groups

■ Be kind 
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We are in unprecedented times.  During times like these support is paramount. We must provide support to the families we serve and know that a one size model does not fit all.  Tailoring our support to the family we are working with are the best and most effective ways to be impactful.  This is why is import to…As you can see it is not difficult to support the families you serve at times like these and one thing not listed is be an advocate.  Amplify the voices of the families you serve and be their champion when there is no else in their corner



Resources Available 

■ Michigan Breastfeeding Network: www.mibreastfeeding.org

■ MDHHS 

■ UPHP 

■ Milk Like Mine: Battle Creek, MI  www.milklikemine.com

■ YOLO (You Over Coming Lactation Obstacles): Genesee County 

■ Southeast Michigan IBCLCs of Color 
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The Michigan Breastfeeding Network is a great resource for locating local community support. On their website they have placed the counties in alphabetical order and lists coalitions that are in each of those counties with their contact information.  The network also has a COVID-19 resource page.  MDHHS has a website that lists resources for families delivering during COVID. (https://www.michigan.gov/mdhhs/0,5885,7-339-71550_96967_100032---,00.html) Because of our conversation centered around historical trauma I have chosen to uplift a few organizations across the state that has dedicated time to serving black families but who have also been providing support both in person and virtually despite the pandemic we are currently inAlso MiBFN has developed a great graphic centered around COVID and lactation support (https://www.mibreastfeeding.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Local-Coalition-COVID-19-Meeting-Report.pdf)



The State of Michigan Breastfeeding 
Plan
■ Plan 2017-2019

■ Currently working on implementation 

■ 2021-2024
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How many of you have heard of the State of Michigan Breastfeeding Plan? Please use the chat box to share your answers.  The State of Michigan Breastfeeding originated in 2017. The 2016-2019 Infant Mortality Reduction Plan listed breastfeeding as a benefit to my and baby and with that community stakeholders and the state felt it was the perfect time to develop a state breastfeeding plan.  After the release of the Infant Mortality Reduction Plan the work began to create the state plan.  The plan includes goals and strategies that were created with community stakeholders that consists of goals and strategies for the state to reference when supporting lactation efforts in hospitals, clinics and communities across the state.  Though the plan has sunset we are currently working on a revision of the state plan and will be implementing the plan January 1st 2021 and will sunset December 31st 2024



M.O.T
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We have made it to uncovering what M.O.T is…lets use the chat box function to see what everyone thinks MOT stands for *90 seconds to enter in chat*M.O.T is mother of twins.  I got this from a professor I had many years ago.  She is a mother of twins and said that is a something she felt deserved recognition.  And boy do I agree with her! I myself am a mother of 3 boys 2 of which are twins.  I want to take some time to give a little bit about myself and how my experiences both professional and personal can help shed light on how you may want to provide support for your families of multiples and those breastfeeding with younger kids at home.



Professional 
and Personal 
Experience 

Early 
Childhood

27 weeker 
Twins

NICU 
Breastfeeding 

Mother of a 
Newborn

My village 
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I am mother of now 5 year old twin boys whom I had the pleasure of breastfeeding.  Prior to my role here at the state I worked within early child and in that role I began to advocate for my breastfeeding mothers which ultimately resulted in providing a quite space for mothers to breastfeed on their breaks or pump if their child was sleeping.  This was the first time I was in contact with breastfeeding since the birth of my siblings which was many years ago and the stories my grandmother shared about her breastfeeding journey with her 4 children.  I was blessed to be raised in a home where breastfeeding was the norm and not as something that was discouraged.  At the time I knew breastfeeding was normal and wanted to encourage breastfeeding the best way I could.  While doing that I was blessed to be able to embark on my own breastfeeding journey.  My breastfeeding journey looks nothing as it did when I was growing up or even what my elders were familiar with.  As a mother of not only a premature infant but premature twins my support looked very different from my mother and even my grandmother who was blessed to carry twins full term.  Breastfeeding with the twins I was not able to participate in the magical hour as they were birthed via emergency c-section.  At that point in time I was not aware that within an hour of delivering via c-section that early I needed to utilize a pump to stimulate my breasts.  I did not begin utilizing a pump until almost 10 hours after.  Despite the numerous times I had expressed I wanted to breastfeed.  I was hospitalized 32 days immediately prior to delivery.  Every person who entered my room knew I wanted to breastfeed. Yet in those 32 days not a single person provided any bit of education despite the health system having IBCLCs on staff. Breastfeeding was achieved through my own determination.  My grandmother hunted down a hospital pump for me to begin stimulating my breasts.  During that hunt it was said that I wouldn’t breastfeed because its not something “we” do.  That was not only hurtful but discouraging that I could find the support in the hospital.  Breastmilk was crucial for my twins survival especially combating the disease known as NEC (necrotizing enterocolitis). After that experience and self-teaching I was able to provide breastmilk for the twins for 18 months. I recently had a son in December.  Again, I was determined to breastfeed him I delivered at the same hospital system only because of the complications experienced in my first pregnancy and this time I was able to participate in the magical hour and begin the steps to breastfeeding.  Though I am the SOM Breastfeeding Coordinator this was not relayed to my medical team.  I expressed my desire to breastfeed and no education was provided.  My goals to breastfeed were accomplished through my village.  My village consisted of my parents, grandparents my spouse, my siblings, and the twins.  I want to normalize breastfeeding for them early.  I breastfeed in front of them and explain what is happening.  The twins love their little brother and makes sure everyone knows their brother gets milk from mommy because she made it for us.  I share this piece of me to say again support is crucial and can given in unconventional ways. Thank you for listening and allowing me to share.



QUESTIONS?
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At this time I will take time to answer any questions you may have.



State of Michigan Breastfeeding Coordinator

Shatoria Townsend MPH, CLC

Michigan Department of Health and Human Services 

Division of Maternal and Infant Health

TownsendS2@Michigan.gov

Cell: 517-898-2712
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If there is any way I can be of assistance to you please do not hesitate to reach out. 

mailto:TownsendS2@Michigan.gov
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